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ABSTRACT
Sonification designs have been increasingly used to
complement data presentation and exploration in various
disciplines. In medical research they have been applied as
an aid for analysis and diagnosis, disease treatment, to
assist visually impaired patients, and in physiotherapy.
Interactive sonification as a communication channel has the
potential to be used to describe health risk data to a range of
audiences. The novelty of this approach, its interactive
nature and ability to be combined with music may provide
an effective alternative to the more dominant visual
strategies (i.e. graphs, pie charts etc.), particularly when
communicating with young people. In this project Using
Sonification to COmmunicate public health Risk data
(SCORe) we plan to test the role of sound, music and
interactive sonification to communicate vital health risk
information associated with alcohol consumption to young
people.
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Alcohol misuse prevention
Health education programmes to fight alcohol misuse
have proliferated in the last decades [1, 2]. This, however,
has not significantly reduced alcohol consumption behaviors
in young people [3, 4]. In fact, studies have indicated that
those young people who drink alcohol, consume more than
in previous years [5], which is likely to increase the
incidence of serious consequences for individuals and
society as a whole [6-8]. One of the major public health
concerns regarding the misuse of alcohol in young people is
binge drinking [9]. Binge drinking, which refers to
consumption of eight or more units of alcohol in a single
session for men and six or more for women [10], may lead
to alcohol dependence [9], other substance abuse [11],
crime, violence [12, 13], school problems [14], risky sexual
behaviors [15, 16], as well as serious long-term health
consequences, e.g. cancer [17], cardiovascular [18] or
mental disorders [13]. Given the inadequacy of the presently
available prevention measures, new ways of alcohol misuse
prevention in young people need to be proposed urgently to
remedy the problem. Communication through sound may be
one such strategy.
1.2. Challenges of risk communication
The primary goal of any communication strategy for
health risk situations (situations which are likely to be
unusual and to have a considerable potential for both short

and long-term damage) is to provide people with
meaningful, accurate and timely information in order to
influence decision-making and to promote behavioral
changes. Effective communication of risk relies on clearly
stated objectives (which are continuously monitored and
reviewed); accessible general assessment of the risk; a
message that is clear and understandable by the public; as
well as an explanation of the complexities and uncertainties
of a particular risk [19]. Research has indicated that even in
ideal conditions a significant proportion of the
communicated information is not remembered, can be
misremembered, or even misinterpreted [20].
There are a number of factors that affect risk
communication. One of them is risk perception [21].
People’s risk perception is usually conditioned by their
beliefs about antecedents of an issue, whether it is voluntary
or involuntary, and its consequences [20]. Considering their
options, people usually employ heuristics and biases [22],
such as optimistic bias (or unrealistic optimism) which
causes the person to believe that they are not at risk, or that
the probability of a particular threat is low [21, 23].
Understanding the risk depends also on people’s ability to
foresee or imagine the situation in which they experience
the problem [20].
Another challenge in communication of risk is the way
people react to it. Quite often people’s reaction towards risk
messages is defensive. Gerrard, Gibbons, Reis-Bergen [24]
indicated that this scenario of reaction to the risk
communication is particularly true if the message implies
people’s past or present unhealthy or unwise behavior.
Moreover, decisions influenced by the risk communication
are not only calculated rationally as there are also emotional
and social components that influence them [25].
Effective communication of health risk information also
depends on a degree of people’s numeracy necessary to
understand risk messages. It has been indicated that
individuals with a low level of numeracy have difficulties
with comprehension of risk comparison information [26].
For instance, the experiment conducted by Yamagishi [27]
showed that death rates of 1,289 out of 10,000 were
perceived as higher than rates of 24.14 out of 100. However,
even though the use of qualitative expressions for the
quantitative values in communication (i.e. frequencies and
rates of occurrence) may carry the risk of underestimation
and potential misinterpretation [28], the use of qualitative
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expressions can improve understanding of quantitative
statements in health communication, particularly by people
with low numeracy skills [22] and thus, opting for
qualitative messages or a combination of quantitative and
qualitative messages may make communication more
effective. One of the integral approaches to effective health
risk communication is based on the assumption that an
audience is not a homogenous group (i.e. people have
different interests, values, levels of education, intelligence,
understanding and culture) [29]. Consequently, information
as well as communication channels should be adjusted to the
particular audience’s characteristics and when a specific
subgroup of the audience has been identified (i.e. audience
segmentation), a comprehensive communication strategy
can be developed [29, 30].
1.3. Channels of communication
A body of research on communication strategies has
indicated that mass media interventions (such as television,
radio, newspapers, outdoor media) alone or in combination
with other preventive programs can significantly influence
the health behavior of mass populations [31]. Entertainment
education, through different forms of entertainment such as
pre-developed programs (e.g. soap operas, popular music,
theatre performances and books) or inclusion of health
messages into existing programs, can influence people’s
awareness and behavior [31]. Visual aids (i.e. billboards,
posters, leaflets) are another channel of health risk
communication. The literature review of the effects of visual
and graphical displays conducted by Lipkus and Hollands
[32] indicated that this method of communication has a
potential to affect perception of a risk and to eventually
influence audience’s behavior. Garcia-Retamero and Cokely
[33], however, indicated that not all visual solutions are
equally effective in conveying the risk information. In fact,
the effectiveness of the visual displays depends on the
accuracy and clarity of the portrayed information. Given
that visual communication relies heavily on numeracy (as
indicated earlier), it is not accessible to all members of the
society and, thus, other channels of communication need to
be explored.
1.4. Communication through sound
1.4.1. Sonification
Visual methods (i.e. graphs, pie charts etc.) have largely
dominated presentation of numerical data. However, one of
the novel approaches used in communication of data has
been through the use of sonification design. Sonification is a
subtype of the auditory display that uses non-speech audio
to convey information [34].
Sonification designs have been increasingly used to
complement data presentation and exploration in various
disciplines. In medical research, they have been applied as
an aid for analysis and diagnosis [35], potential disease
treatment [36], help for visually impairment patients [37],
and in physiotherapy [38]. A systematic search has
identified no studies on the use of sonification design to
communicate health risks data.
As a communication medium, in portraying health risks
particularly to young people, interactive sonification
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features several potential advantages over the dominating
visual strategies (i.e. graphs, pie charts etc.). These include
its novelty, which can attract attention of young people;
interactivity, which allows for exploration of the messages
related to alcohol consumption; reliability on technology,
which is heavily used and favored by young people [39];
ability to combine it with music (supporting sound design of
sonification), which many young people are interested in
[40, 41]; and finally, lack of reliance on numeracy, which
often is necessary to comprehend at least some risk
messages.
Therefore,
studies
exploring
sound
communication interventions may be an important step
forward in designing future prevention campaigns to
manage risk in young people.
1.4.2. Film music
Despite its inherent ambiguity, music as well as
sonification can serve as a powerful communication
channel, allowing people to share emotions, intentions and
meanings [42, 43]. Film music can work particularly well in
this respect, because it is designed not only to support film
narration, providing an emotional amplification, but also to
communicate messages vital for the narration [44, 45]. For
instance, music informs the audience about the genre of the
film (i.e. whether it is an action adventure or a psychological
drama), and the general mood of the production (i.e.
whether the on-screen events are supposed to be perceived
as disturbing or comforting) [45]. Music can also provide
insights of the characters’ internal feelings, direct the
audiences’ attention to the specific event on the screen while
acting as an agent of continuity for the whole story [46-49].
Even though the overall sound design of a film
soundtrack may add an additional layer of narrative
articulation to a story, of all the film soundtrack
components, music has perhaps the greatest power of
influencing perception of a film. This influence is often
assumed and taken for granted [50], however, in the recent
decades, experimental research in film music has shown
music’s significant role in supporting the narration as a
communication channel and emotional signifier. For
instance, experiments have confirmed that music has a
stronger influence on the overall mood of the film than
behavior of the film characters [51]; that music helps to
interpret film character’s emotions and whether the audience
like or dislike them [52]; that music can alter the meaning of
the film directly [53]; that the musical soundtrack influences
whether we recall the events portrayed in the film [54].The
examples of the experimental research done on the influence
of music on the understanding and interpretation of film
content point to the conclusion that film music does indeed
have the ability to impact and modify visual information and
may act as a communication channel.
2.

THE PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

In our project, we plan to compare the effectiveness of a
traditional visual display of health risk communication (a
slide presentation with text, images and various graphs) to a
presentation augmented by sound (music and sonification)
and interaction.
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As it is unlikely that the sound will substitute visual
representation of data as a universal mode of data
representation, we decided to first explore the augmentation
of a visual display rather than compare a visual-only to a
sound-only display. It is hypothesized that a combination of
sound design (sonification) and film music methods within
an interactive sonification design will increase the
effectiveness, accuracy and attractiveness of the overall
presentation.
The experiment will take place at the Theatre, Film and
Television Department at the University of York, in
October-November 2014. The experiment will be built
around a visual presentation, which contains selected data
related to alcohol consumption by young people in the
European Union and in the UK, and alcohol-related risks.
Participants will be randomly allocated to three groups:
1) Group 1 will receive visual presentation of the selected
data; 2) Group 2 will receive the same visual presentation
supported by sonification (i.e. sonification of selected data
variables) and music composed to support communication
of selected variables; 3) Group 3 will receive the same
visual presentation as the pervious groups, augmented by
sonification, music and interaction.
2.1. Sonification component
The sound design of the sonification will be created to
best complement the content of the slides on alcohol health
risks. A variety of sonification techniques will be utilized
such as parameter mapping, in which data points directly
drive selected sound synthesis parameters [55], model-based
sonification, in which a data set is seen as a ‘material’ or
‘object’ that can produce digital sound when the user
interacts with it [56], auditory icons and earcons, in which
sound samples are associated to particular data points
through a metaphorical or abstract association [57, 58]. For
example, the slide dedicated to short-term consequences of
alcohol use may be illustrated by sounds emphasizing the
impact of alcohol on different organs and senses, while a
traditional two-dimensional graph could be illustrated using
a parameter-mapping approach.
Special attention will be paid to integrate the
sonification sound design with the music so that, like in a
film, music and sound design can communicate
simultaneously complementary messages (i.e. the emotional
and metaphorical content as well as the more literal
information).
2.2. Music component
Due to the exposure of young people to media music
(i.e. theatre, film, TV, video games), the language of film
music used in this experiment is widely accepted and
understood and lends itself well for application in
communication strategies. The music component of the
display (or intervention) will thus be based on functions of
film/media music, which were experimentally tested and
confirmed by cognitive psychology and musicology
researchers as effective in communicating information and
improving the interpretation of the message [50, 51, 53, 54].
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It is assumed that the music will be used in two
distinctive ways: 1) as an overall support for the
sonification, creating an emotional context; and 2) an
interactive accompaniment linked to sonification responding
to participants’ actions.
In order to support the interactive design of the
sonification, the flexibility of the musical structure will be
an essential component. In film, in which non-linear editing
practices often collide with the linearity of the music,
application of modular structures has provided the flexibility
needed during composition (fitting music to the film
structure) and music editing [59]. For this reason, in our
experiment, the music, supported by computer technology,
will feature non-linear structures built from interchangeable
modular components. Modular components will be created
and edited in Logic Pro and Pro Tools musical applications
whereas the final form of the musical accompaniment and
the sonifications will be executed through areal-time
processing software such as Max/MSP and Ableton Live 9.
In terms of the music style, it has been agreed, that the
music will explore subtler sound-design approaches to
music rather than the mainstream Hollywood approach.
There are several reasons to pursue this particular creative
direction. Firstly, it will allow for a comprehensive blend of
the musical accompaniment with the sound design of the
sonification (i.e. minimizing the danger that sonic elements
will compete for the participants’ attention). Secondly,
Hollywood musical idiom, in particular the pompous
action/adventure style, which is ubiquitous in countless
films, TV programs, and video games, has significantly lost
its impact, becoming sometimes too clichéd for the
contemporary
audiences.
Additionally,
complex
orchestration, and emphasis on certain instruments, e.g.
brass instruments or percussion instruments, frequent key
changes, and complex rhythms may negatively impact
attention of the user and, consequently, their comprehension
of the portrayed messages. However, we intend to vary the
musical stylistic approaches during the presentation in order
to investigate which one is the most effective in supporting
communication of the intended messages. Thirdly, this
presentation, although it has storytelling elements, is
radically different from a film-like narration, and therefore
the narrative coding, which is characteristic of the
mainstream approach, cannot be applied in the same way
here as in film. Nevertheless, the overall approach will be
“cinematic”, i.e. the visual presentation will provide the
main layer of information, and the sonified data will be
almost treated as dialogue in a film, i.e. directly
communicating specific messages, whereas the musical
component will provide emotional commentary and support
for the “image” (visuals) and “dialogue” (sonification).
Finally, similarly to the film scenario, music in this
experiment should remain in the background and be
absorbed by the participants of the experiment on the
subconscious level.
2.3 Interaction component
Interaction plays an important role in facilitating users’
engagement with presentations of data [60]. Sound and
music have their own intrinsic relationship with time
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therefore, in order to put the user in control of this
relationship, we need to allow them the possibility of
interacting with the way in which sound and music are
played back. In this project we will provide different ways
of interacting with music and sonifications which will
include: 1) repeated listening, 2) single and simultaneous
listening of data streams, 3) single data point listening, 4)
choice of listening order, and 5) variation of speed (e.g. the
user will be able to slow a sonification down).
During the SoniHED conference we will present an
example of the visual presentation augmented by the
sonification of the data and musical underscore.
3.

[6]

[7]

[8]

CONCLUSION

To conclude, taking into account the potential
advantages of interactive sonification in facilitating
communication, our group has proposed to experimentally
test the role of sound and music within interactive
sonification to portray vital health risk data associated with
alcohol consumption in young people. Film music was
selected as an addition to interactive sonification as it may
support communication but also because it is widely
accepted and understood by young people. In addition, as
sonification and music are both elements of the presentation
’soundtrack’, they can complement each other influencing
the overall aesthetics of the design, which in turn may
increase enjoybility and reduce fatigue of the potential user.
4.
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